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Sec. Piñol reiterates call to
hike copra buying price
In the light of an anticipated
marketing deal with a Russian business
entity, Department of Agriculture
(DA) Secretary Emmanuel F. Piñol
has called the attention anew of the
country’s Coconut Oil Mills and
Traders to increase the buying price of
copra, lest they be excluded from
engaging in this multinational
business transaction.
Based on his social media
post on March 6, 2019, the
Agriculture chief noted
that this was necessary
to help address
the plight of
local coconut
farmers, whose
livelihood
activities
File photo of Sec. Piñol in one of the meetings of PCAF.

have
been
adversely
affected
given the decline in the price of
copra due to the supply glut of
vegetable oil in the global market.
He also added that although there
are those that heeded his appeal to
set the buying price of copra to at
least PhP25 per kilo, there is still a
significant number of trader groups
that have yet to agree to this request.
This has been supported by several
organizations in the local coconut
industry, including the National
Sectoral and Strategic Concerns
Committees of DA’s Philippine Council
for Agriculture and Fisheries (PCAF).
In turn, these groups called
on the attention of the DA head
in
addressing
this
concern.
Secretary Piñol also noted that
those who fail to increase their buying
price will be excluded from a budding
Turn to page 4

Sec. Piñol
reports agrifishery growth
to PCAF private
sectors
Agriculture Secretary Emmanuel
Piñol gathered on February 12 the
chairpersons and representatives of
PCAF private sectors and reported
the growth of the agriculture and
fisheries sector for the past five years.
Sec. Piñol, along with other
Undersecretaries and Directors,
highlighted to Department of
Agriculture’s partners from the
private sector stakeholders, composed
of the National Sectoral and Strategic
Concerns Committees (NSSCCs) and
Turn to page 6
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PCAF spearheads special meeting of
broiler stakeholders with Sec. Piñol
PCAF through its National
Sectoral and Strategic Concerns
Committee – Committee on Poultry,
Livestock, and Feed Crops (NSSCCsCPLFC) spearheaded the special
meeting between the Agriculture
Secretary Emmanuel Piñol and broiler
industry stakeholders on January 8,
2019 at Apacible Conference Room in
Quezon City.
The meeting was conducted
to address the continuous drop of
farmgate price for chicken to PhP38
in some areas while the retail price
is increasing, ranging from PhP110PhP150 per kilo.
On that day, in Commonwealth
Market for example, it was reported
that the price of chicken per kilo is
between PhP150-PhP160.
The suggested retail price (SRP)
should be farmgate price plus PhP50.
However, the SRP of chicken that was
imposed did not follow suit.
It was also reported that there
was an increase in the importation of
chicken meat by around 40% last year,
as this might end up hurting the local
poultry industry.
In
response,
stakeholders
suggested to temporarily stop the
importation of chicken meat and
to increase the volume of local
production.

The United Broiler Raisers Association (UBRA) President Elias Jose Inciong raises his
concerns to the body. Also present in the discussion are PCAF Exec. Dir. Cayona, Usec.
Serrano, CPLFC Chairperson Dr. Salas and Sec. Piñol.

Sec. Piñol has ordered to review
the volume of chicken being imported
into the country.
Furthermore, Sec. Piñol suggested
that the body should unanimously
agree to increase the farmgate prices
to at least PhP10 every week until
such time that the farmers would not
be losing money further, and also
to avoid shortage of chicken in the

DA, PCAF strengthen AgriFishery Machineries sector
thru issuance of DC No. 17,
Series of 2018
In line with the National
Government’s
priority
thrust
of developing and promoting
agricultural and fishery mechanization
technologies as part of its agricultural
modernization program, DA thru
PCAF has issued the DA Department
Circular No.17, Series of 2018
which details “Guidelines for the
Classification and Accreditation of
Agricultural and Fisheries Machinery
Assemblers,
Manufacturers,
Importers, Distributors and Dealers”
which was published in the Official
Gazette Volume 115, No. 5 on
February 4, 2019.
The said Department Circular is
aimed at addressing the proliferation
of “fly-by-night” agricultural and
fisheries machinery suppliers.
Likewise, the document shall
serve as guide for farmers, land
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owners and relevant agri-fishery
stakeholders procuring the necessary
agricultural and fisheries equipment
and machinery from duly accredited
suppliers.
Additionally, the issuance of this
DC is in recognition of safeguarding
and protecting the welfare of the
Philippine agricultural machinery
sector, as it is envisioned to play a
vital role in the development of the
country’s agricultural mechanization
industry.
Tasked
to
oversee
the
implementation of these guidelines
is the private sector-led National
Agricultural and Fisheries Machinery
Assemblers,
Manufacturers,
Importers, Distributors and Dealers
Accreditation and Classification
(NAMDAC) Board.
The NAMDAC Board and its
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second quarter of the year.
CPLFC Chairperson Dr. Rufina
Salas advised the body to hold on to
their prevailing prices for now.
The re-imposition of special
safeguard duty (SSG) of the chicken
meat was also tackled but subject for
further discussion for its effective
implementation. LC
Advisory Body (ASB) was created via
the DA Special Order (SO) No. 238,
Series of 2018 issued by Agriculture
Secretary Emmanuel F. Piñol.
Backstopping the NAMDAC
Board’s operations is the PCAF’s
Policy
Development
and
Coordination Division (PDCD)Interim Agricultural and Fisheries
Mechanization and Engineering Unit
(AFMEU).
As NAMDAC Secretariat, the
AFMEU is providing the necessary
technical, logistical and administrative
support to the activities of the Board
and ASB.
To ensure that inputs from
concerned stakeholders have been
considered in the crafting of this
document, a series of consultative
meetings were held in Davao City,
Iloilo City and Pampanga covering the
respective island clusters of Mindanao,
Visayas and Luzon from May to June
2018.
The NAMDAC Board also
conducted several meetings and
consultation workshops prior to the
finalization and dissemination of the
said DA Department Circular. AE

Cacao stakeholders solidify partnership at
2019 Nat’l Cacao Growers’ Summit
Given the need to further
strengthen the local cacao industry,
farmers, growers and businessmen
alongside representatives from the
academe and government agencies
convened for the National Cacao
Growers’ Summit from February 12 to
15, 2019 in Zamboanga del Norte.
Centered
on
the
theme:
“Strengthening Stewardship in the
Cacao Value Chain”, the summit
was spearheaded by PCAF and
its National Sectoral and Strategic
Concerns Committee- Cacao Industry
Development Sub-Committee.
The activity served as a venue for
industry updates and developments,
identifying concerns and problems
that hinder progress in the cacao
sector and coming up with prospective
policy recommendations in order to
both address concerns and bolster the
value chain of cacao.
Success stories of selected
cacao
farmer-beneficiaries
of
the Department of Environment
and Natural Resources (DENR),
Department of Agrarian Reform
(DAR),
Philippine
Coconut
Authority (PCA) and Department
of Agriculture’s High Value Crops
Development Program (DA-HVCDP)
were shared to the participants.
They were also briefed on
the different interventions being
undertaken by the state in order to
boost local cacao.
Resource persons from the
Department
of
Science
and
Technology-Philippine
Council
for
Agriculture,
Aquatic
and
Natural Resources Research and
Development (DOST-PCAARD), and

DA Undersecretary for High Value Crops and Rural Credit Evelyn Laviña and NSSCCsCommittee on ComCrops Chairperson David Santos listen to one of the participant’s
question.

DA attached bureaus and agencies,
such as the Bureau of Agricultural
Research (BAR), Philippine Center
for
Postharvest
Development
and Mechanization (PhilMech),
Agricultural Credit and Policy
Council (ACPC) and Philippine
Crop Insurance Corporation (PCIC)
shared their respective programs for
cacao in the fields of research and
development, post-harvest, credit
support and insurance.
Addressing
the
commodity
stakeholders at the three-day meet,
DA Undersecretary for High Value
Crops and Rural Credit Evelyn
Laviña stressed the importance of the
government and private sector having
a sound partnership for the cacao
industry development.
“Everything should come from
the partnership of the government
and those from the private sector. It
is the government that makes and
implements policies, while the private
sector is expected to make something
that combines quality and quantity,”
stressed Undersecretary Laviña.

She added that farmers and
growers in the sector should be more
open to establishing partnerships
and expanding networks in order
to maximize the growth of their
respective cacao-based businesses.
Undersecretary Laviña also
emphasized that they should never
compromise the quality of their
produce for profit.
“Never, ever do a shortcut. Do
not sacrifice quality for quantity,
as they go hand-in-hand. If you’ve
sacrificed something in terms of
quality, remember that it is not only
you that will be affected but the whole
cacao industry of the country,” she
remarked.
The summit also saw the conduct
of a Field Learning Exposure trip
where participants visited selected
cacao cooperatives in Zamboanga del
Norte to learn about ideal farming
practices. Aside from presentation of
equipment and facilities, the exposure
activity allowed farmers and growers
to interact with each other in sourcing
Turn to page 8

The six promoted staff were Aretha Pelonio, Charlene Mariquit,
CSC approves promotion
and appointment of PCAF Fidelia de Asis – Andres, Julieta Svenjo Nicdao, Guiller Fermin, and
staff. The Civil Service Commission Opulencia, Catherine Viray, Troadio Irish Camela Valderrama.
(CSC) confirmed on February 13,
2019 the promotion of six staff and
the appointment of five newly hired
employees of PCAF.

Montemayor, Eramae Inocencio and
Alexander Estoesta II, while the five
newly selected employees were Janielle

Photo shows these employees as
they take their oath of office before
Executive Director Sarah GutierrezCayona. LC
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Joint Performance Review tackles
P C A F, A S B s a c c o m p l i s h m e n t s
and challenges
In a recent activity of PCAF, the
agency acknowledged and thanked
the efforts of its volunteer-partners
for the “significant” improvement
of its adoption rate and increased
membership in agriculture and fishery
stakeholders.
More than 20 National Sectoral
and Strategic Concerns Committees
(NSSCCs) and Agricultural and
Fishery Councils (AFCs) chairpersons
and representatives gathered on
February 12 to 13 to participate in
the Joint PCAF, NSSCCs, and AFCs
Performance Review and Planning
Workshop in Quezon City.
Planning,
Monitoring
and
Knowledge Management Division
(PMKMD) Chief Estrella Tulay
highlighted that PCAF attained an “alltime high” obligation rate of 99.98%,
the highest among the Department of
Agriculture’s attached agencies, and a
disbursement rate of 96.88%.
She also emphasized a 6% increase
in membership of the Advisory Special
Bodies as against the 5% target.
Aside from these, PCAF presented
the 2018 agency performance to draw
important feedback on the outputs of
the NSSCCs, AFCs, and the agency’s
Operating Units on the overall
physical and financial performance
of the agency’s Major Final Output
(MFO), by Projects, Activities and
Programs (PAPs), and contributing
units.
“We commend the efforts of
the NSSCCs and AFCs for a very
good accomplishment in 2018, of
course with the technical guidance
of the secretariat support from the
Partnership Development Division
and
the
Policy
Development
Coordination Division,” said Tulay.
2018 AGENCY PERFORMANCE
The agency recorded a total of

ATI Director Alfredo Aton and PCAF Exec. Dir. Cayona listen to AFC Zamboanga Peninsula
Chairperson Leonardo Caparida’s questions about their concerns on ATI’s Learning Sites
during the Joint PCAF, NSSCCs, and AFCs Performance Review and Planning Workshop.

99.98% in terms of obligation rate and
96.88% for the disbursement rate. In
terms of physical accomplishment,
the agency endorsed 494 policy
recommendations/resolutions out of
the 474 target. With this, 100 were
from the NSSCCs and 394 were from
the AFCs.
PCAF also presented Participatory
Monitoring and Tracking (PMT)
reports, its results, and findings. In
the consolidated monitoring report
showed by Monitoring and Evaluation
Section (MES) Chief Cyril Soliaban,
PCAF, together with the Monitoring
Team, visited 711 Department of
Agriculture (DA)- funded projects
that cost PhP1.9 billion.
Under the PMT guidelines,
the Monitoring Team is composed
of at least one member of the
National Agriculture and Fisheries
Council (NAF Council), NSSCC
representatives, AFC from the
regional and provincial level), PCAF

MES staff, and concerned Department
of Agriculture and Regional Field
Office representatives.
The projects monitored were 241
Farm-to-Market Roads (FMR), one
farm input and planting material, 58
irrigation equipment and facilities,
one livelihood project, six livestock
projects, 175 post-harvest equipment
and facilities, 219 production
equipment and facilities, and 10
others.
Based on the reports submitted
by the implementing agencies,
all the agricultural and fishery
programs and projects validated
exist, implemented, and majority
were completed as reported in the
accomplishment reports by the
concerned implementing agencies.
However, as per the validation of
the PMTs, 98% programs and projects
exist while 81% are operational, 17%
are not operational or still on-going,

company’s interest to import Coconut
products from the Philippines.
The investor also disclosed the
potential of Eastern Europe, given the
preference of its population in gearing
towards a healthy lifestyle.
To ensure compliance to this
directive, Secretary Piñol shall be
instructing the DA’s Agribusiness
and Marketing Assistance Service
(AMAS) to monitor the buying price
for Copra and whole Coconuts.

He also foresees gain for Filipino
Coconut Oil Mills and Traders once
the deal for the Eastern European
market has been finalized, given the
anticipated demand of the products.
“As the demand in Eastern
Europe grows, we will also expect you
(Coconut Oil Mills and Traders) to
increase your buying price. I believe
this is just fair,” said Secretary Piñol.
AE

Turn to page 6

Sec. Piñol reiterates...
from page 1

business deal in Eastern Europe, which
is expected to provide a new market
for Coconut and other agricultural
products from the Philippines.
“If your buying price is below
PhP25, as we have earlier agreed, you
will be excluded from this supply deal
in Eastern Europe,” stated Secretary
Piñol in his post.
The DA recently hosted a Russian
investor in which the latter signified his

4
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PCAF conducts organizational meeting
to create NSSCCs-Committee
on Coconut
Recognizing the importance of a
body to oversee the areas of concern and
the developments within the country’s
coconut industry, PCAF convened
key stakeholders from various local
coconut industry organizations and
officials from the national government
agencies to organize a new Committee
on Coconut on February 1, 2019 in
Quezon City.
In
his
opening
remarks,
Department
of
Agriculture
Undersecretary for Policy and
Planning Segfredo Serrano noted the
value of the Committee, especially
when it comes to overseeing the policy
directions for the coconut industry set
by the government thru the DA and
Philippine Coconut Authority (PCA).
He also urged the coconut farmers
and growers in attendance, that
the Committee may hold frequent
meetings in order to address pressing
issues surrounding the local coconut
sector. The new committee will be
part of PCAF’s National Sectoral and
Strategic Concerns Committees.
Aside from PCA, representatives
from the Department of Trade and
Industry and Board of Investment
were also present in the meeting.
“Nais ko sabihin na sa pagorganisa
ng Komite, ay magkaroon ng mas
madalas na pagpupulong dahil
marami po tayong urgent business,
agarang aksyon ang kinakailangan
natin para itulak ang mga ahensiya ng
gobyerno tulad ng PCA at DA, at ang
mga ito ay dapat rin maaksyunan ng
ating Kalihim,” said Undersecretary
Serrano.
On behalf of PCA, OICAdministrator
Glenn
Santos
expressed the agency’s solid support
for the creation of the Committee.
“Buo po ang binibigay naming suporta
na magkaroon ng Committee on
Coconut, ng isang committee para
magkaroon ng palitan ng pananaw,
pagbibigay ng impormasyon, at
marinig ang mga problema kung saan
tatalakayin natin ang mga solusyon,”
shared OIC-Administrator Santos.
With PCAF Committee on Food
Staples Vice-Chairperson Romeo
Royandoyan acting as interim chair,
the Committee discussed updates
and developments on various matters
concerning the industry including
the status of two essential legislations
which are the Coconut Farmers and
Industry Development Act and the
Strengthened Philippine Coconut

Agriculture Undersecretary for Policy and Planning Segfredo Serrano delivers his
opening address at the start of the PCAF Committee on Coconut meeting.

Authority Law.
Presidential Legislative Liaison
Office
(PLLO)
Undersecretary
Antonio Gallardo suggested to
look for champions in the House of
Representatives and Senate of the
Philippines who will help lobby the
amendment of these documents
during the next Congress given that
these are already pending in the Office
of the President for signing into law.
“Kailangan
meron
tayong
champion sa House and Senate na
kikilos. There are many issues. There
should be a sense of urgency,” noted
Undersecretary Gallardo.
Also deliberated were the issue
of palm oil production, its effect on
the sector, as well as the industry
roadmap in which it was suggested
that a national conference should take
place in order to consolidate all inputs
from regional and provincial coconut
farmers with regard to the interest of
the commodity and its stakeholders.
Aside from tackling these various
areas of concern, officials from
PCAF’s Planning, Monitoring and

Knowledge Management Division and
Partnership Development Division
(PMKMD and PDD) also oriented the
attendees on the agency’s mandate and
structure, as well as the requirements
for membership in the Committee
on Coconut and the corresponding
terms and reference during the said
organizational meeting.
Gaining
significant
ground
from this activity, Interim Chair
Royandoyan noted that PCAF and
PCA have both committed to hold
another committee meeting upon
signing of the Philippine Coconut
Industry Roadmap.
Agenda in the said meeting include,
the proposed design of how the coco
levy fund should be handled especially
at the village level, identification of the
possible representatives and alternates
from coconut farmer organizations
to the Committee on Coconut and
arrangement for the proposed training
of coconut farmers with the United
Coconut Planters Bank-Coconut
Industry Investment Fund (UCPBCIIF) Foundation. AE
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Sec. Piñol reports...

Joint performance...

Agricultural and Fishery Councils
(AFCs), the registered 4.0 percent
growth in the agriculture and fisheries
gross value added (GVA) in 2017,
recovering from 1.4 percent decline in
2016.
GVA is an economic productivity
metric that measures the contribution
or growth of a specific sector to an
economy.
This is in line with the Philippine
Development Plan (PDP) 2017-2022
that aims to reduce poverty from
21.6% in 2015 to 14% by 2022.
According to Sec. Piñol’s report,
it has exceeded PDP’s targets for the
agriculture and fisheries, crops and
poultry despite the PhP8.2 billionworth agricultural damage in 2017.
“Despite these damages, the
department learned to implement
adaptation strategies that we will
continue this 2019,” said Sec. Piñol.
Among these strategies are the
adjustment of planting calendar in
the Northern Luzon area and the
“Southern Swing” approach, which
involves the opening and development
of 300,000 hectares of new rice farms
in areas outside the typhoon path.
Aside from the updates, Sec.
Piñol also mentioned that efforts to
increase food production will depend
on the availability of healthy soil, good
sunlight, and more importantly, with
the availability of water.
With this, the NSSCCs and AFCs
passed two resolutions that will
make 2019 as the year of Water for
Agriculture and recommending to
the Philippine Congress the passing
of a legislation for the establishment
of Solar Water Impounding Projects
for each barangay in the rural
communities across the country.

and 2% does not exist and not
delivered nor implemented.
It was also reported that FMR
project recipients usually noticed
that there were no visible signage
and concrete markers in the area.
Aside from this, there is a need for
maintenance or cleanliness of FMRs.
While in the irrigation facilities,
on time delivery of equipment or
machinery, as well as giving more
equipment to the recipients tops the
issues and concerns that need to look
at.
While in the production
equipment and facilities, the most
common issue and concern is that the
recipient and association has no copy
of the Memorandum of Agreement.
The recipients also ranked “no shed”

and “no policy, implementing rules
and regulations, or ordinance” as
their top concerns.
As a general recommendation,
the team suggested that the “policy
on the provision of production and
postharvest equipment and facilities
through counter parting or outright
grant” needs to be re-evaluated.
The report said that the policy
may have been feasible for start-up
industries, especially for small and
medium farm enterprises, to have
an assistance to be self-reliant and
eventually avail credit and procure
their choice equipment or machines.
JC (Visit www.pcaf.da.gov.ph for
complete accomplishment report
graphics)

Filipinos 50 years from now.
3. With the conduct of the
Quarterly Budget Utilization and
Disbursement Review anchored
on the policy “Government Money
Unspent is Service Undelivered”, the
Department improved the budget
utilization. It has recorded 94% on the
budget obligation in 2018 and 86% on
the cash disbursement based on the
Notice Cash Allocation.
4. Under the Agricultural Credit
Policy Council, DA consolidated all
the credit funds that includes the
Production Loan Easy Access (PLEA),
Program for Unified Lending to
Agriculture (PUNLA), Survival and
Recovery (SURE) Loan Assistance,
and Agriculture and Fisheries
Machinery and Equipment (AFME)
Loaning Program.
5. DA also established and
strengthened the strategic and
effective post-harvest, storage, and
processing facilities for the farmers
and fisherfolks.
These include the operationalized
PhP800 million Benguet Vegetable
Trading Center, Constructing PhP800
million Agdao farmers market,
activated 200 rice processing facilities,
and establishing ice-making and cold
storage in 100 fishing communities.
6. Government-initiated
and
supported aggressive marketing
campaign especially for high-value
crops.
The department, through its
bureaus and attached agencies,
spearheaded TienDA, e-TienDAko.
com, and campaigns done through
foreign marketing and advertising.
It also forged marketing agreements
between
Indigenous
People,
processors of Ube, Kamote, and Onion
farmers with major supermarkets in
the country like SM and Rustans.

7. A national livestock, dairy,
and poultry program.
For 2019, the National Dairy
Authority will buy 1,500 heads of
dairy cow and about 10,000 heads
of dairy goats. Aside from the dairy
program, backyard poultry and duck
raising program will be implemented
nationwide.
8. The
Department
also
intensified its campaign in the
enforcement of fisheries laws,
implementation of closed fishing
season, establishment of the second
phase of vessel monitoring system,
and the integrated marine and
environment monitoring system.
9. The
re-introduction
of
basic agriculture in the primary and
elementary grades of the Philippine
school system to emphasize the value
of the land, water and seas, and the
maximum but practical use of these
resources.
There is an on-going validation of
list of young farmers trained in Israel
and Japan for engagement in local
agricultural and fisheries activities to
be funded by the department.
10. The Department also invested
in an intensive technology updating
and sharing, modernization and
mechanization program.
Aside from the pillars, the
Secretary also give updates on the
Farm-to-Market
Roads,
Smallscale irrigation systems, postharvest
facilities, logistics and transport, and
easy access credit.
“With all the interventions that
the Department made and currently
making, I always tell to the President
that agriculture is not just about
producing food today. It is also about
ensuring that there will be food for the
next generation,” said Sec. Piñol. JC

from page 1

10 PILLARS OF AGRICULTURE
AND FISHERIES
The Secretary also presented the 10
pillars of the agriculture and fisheries
that ensure the long-term vision of
the government for the sector will be
achieved.
1. The launch of the National
Color-Coded Agriculture, Farm-toMarket Roads, and Fisheries Guide
Map on March 7, 2017.
The map, which is available
at
www.farmersguidemap.gov.ph,
helps farmers and fishermen analyze
the country’s farming and fishing
efficiency as well as land use.
2. In 2017, DA started the
National
Food
Consumption
Quantification Study with the United
Nations- Food and Agriculture
Organization. The study will focus on
determining the food requirements of
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GAD CORNER

from page 4
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Visit www.pcaf.da.gov.ph for more GAD-related activities and photos.
To commemorate the celebration of the 2019 International Women’s Month, women members of the NSSCCs and AFCs preside
their respective meetings in the entire month. (1) Candelaria Adanza, RAFC Region 8 meeting, (2) Virginia Smith, PAFC Nueva
Ecija meeting, (3) Rebecca Purisima, RAFC Region 5 meeting, (4) Marivic Benitez, PAFC Zamboanga del Norte meeting, (5) Dr.
Nellie Ilas, PAFC Cavite meeting, (6) Lilian Arrabaca, RAFC Region 9 meeting, (7) Leticia Barba, PAFC Guimaras meeting (8) Acila
Cayoca, RAFC Caraga meeting, (9) Lucrecia Neri, PAFC North Cotabato meeting, (10) Engr. Preciosa Maturan, PAFC Negros
Oriental meeting, (11) Adelfa Balmes, HUCAFC Tacloban meeting, (12) Dr. Rufina Salas, NSSCCs-CPLFC meeting, (13) Imelda
Mendoza, PAFC Bukidnon meeting, (14) Lucta Culaste, PAFC Bohol meeting, (15) Josephine Ramos and Ruth Navales, NSSCCsComCrops-Coffee Industry Development Sub-Committee. Not in photo is Ma. Chona Encina at PAFC Misamis Occidental meeting.
(Photo courtesy of PDD [for AFCs] and KMS [for NSSCCs])

Sharing extraordinary lives the award-winning documentary film
of ordinary people. In celebration Sunday Beauty Queen through a film
of the International Women’s Month,
PCAF-Gender and Development
Focal System (GAD FS) showcased

analogy on March 27, 2019 in Quezon
City.
Participated by PCAF employees,

the activity was part of the Knowledge
Unloading Day Activity of the
Knowledge Management Section
that aims to share the journey of
daughters, mothers, wives, university
graduates, and professionals who
leave the country to try their luck
and toil in bustling neighborhoods of
Hong Kong to support their families.
The documentary follows a group of
Overseas Filipino Workers in Hong
Kong on their preparation for an
annual beauty pageant, as a distraction
to their homesickness.
Photo shows PCAF employees
listen to PCAF GAD Focal Person
Julieta Opulencia as she welcomes
the viewers and gives a preview of the
documentary film. JC
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Operational Meeting. Floreliz Avellana, Social Mobilization Section (SMS) Chief of the Partnership

Development Division (PDD) shares additional information on crafting a policy brief. Headed by Division Chief
Elgie Namia, the national-based technical staff of SMS, Volunteer Management Section, Capacity Development
Section and the regional-based coordinators attended the PDD Operational Meeting on March 6-8, 2019 in
Orani, Bataan. Photo courtesy of PDD-SMS. (Full story on www.pcaf.da.gov.ph)

Cacao stakeholders...
from page 3

out ideas regarding approaches
and techniques for improving crop
production and harvest, among other
activities.
Towards the end of the summit,
a workshop was conducted to
identify policy gaps and constraints
in the areas of Inputs/Production,
Processing/Postharvest, and Credit/
Marketing, and the recommended
actions to address these. Among the
issues identified were inadequate
information
dissemination
of
guidelines, limited training and
capacity building opportunities and
provision of support for establishment
of facilities for cacao processing,

among others. In turn, these are
expected to be consolidated and made
into policy resolutions with the intent
of forwarding these to policymakers
in developing policies and related
legislature, all for the benefit of the
cacao industry and its stakeholders.
In closing, PCAF Executive
Director Sarah Gutierrez-Cayona
expressed optimism that the summit
will pave the way for a more solid
partnership among the country’s
cacao stakeholders.
“Sa pagtatapos ng pagtitipon
na ito, ay umaasa ako na tayong
magkakasama sa industriya ng cacao

ay namalayan ang mga hangarin
na nais nating makamtan. Ang mga
rekomendasyong pang-polisiya na
inyong napagkasunduan ay gagawan
ng mga kaakibat na resolusyon para
sa kapakanan ng sektor ng cacao sa
Pilipinas. Sapagkat sa pagpapalakas
ng ating ugnayan bilang magkaakibat
sa pamahalaan at sa pribadong sektor
ay lalo nating mapapaunlad ang
sistema ng kalakalan sa cacao, para
sa ikabubuti ng kasalukuyan at mga
susunod na salinlahi ng mga Pilipino,”
concludes
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